CONSULTATION
Troubleshooting Human Lives Since 1994

~Session Preview~

- Life Coaching Session starts with decoding your face; hands and feet using the science of body features
- Your Vedic Astrology chart is read, and you are made aware of your Karmic plan & good and challenging time periods
- You are guided on managing your life in awareness towards a better future
- 30 days of distant healing is initiated on you to clean your body-mind-spirit and to give your life a jump start at all levels.

Life Coaching + Healing $300
(30 days of distant healing)

Life Coaching $99 (45 Minutes)
(healing not included)

The Healing Group of Mony Singh specializes in the following areas:

- Depression
- Anxiety
- Hopelessness
- Anger & Panic attacks
- Bipolar disorder
- Personality disorder
- Hearing voices
- Loneliness
- Panic attacks
- Fear
- Schizophrenia
- Paranormal activity
- PTSD post-traumatic stress disorder
- Self esteem
- Sleep problems
- Stress
- Suicidal thoughts
- Sleep Paralysis
- Nightmares
- Cancer (early stages)
- Breast Cancer
- Arthritis & Gout
- Allergies
- Skin diseases
- Paralysis

Sessions through email can be purchased at WhiteLiesDarkTruth.com

Life Coaching
by Mony Singh
Author, Life Coach & Spiritual Guide

Your Life Changed in 30 Days.

*Changes can vary and are based on individual’s karma & dedication towards self-improvement

For Appointments- call or email
Cell: (925) 268-8224
Email: me@monysingh.com
Bio: Mony Singh

Born and raised in India, Mony was exposed to an array of life-changing conditions & experiences at an early age. His father, also a writer, received three gold medals in literature during his lifetime and his mother was a school Principal. Being no stranger to writing and education, his life-long love for self-discovery and self-improvement began at age nine when a local newspaper “The Statesman” published his letters covering social and humanitarian issues.

By the impressionable age of 13, he began studying Vedic Astrology and Palmistry. It seemed only natural that by the time he turned 18, his studies included Indian Philosophy & Psychology followed by “The Science of Body Features” blessed to him by his Guru: Shri Anil Jain.

In 1984, Mony moved to United States where he further explored life on many different levels. His goal of gaining new insights into the workings of the human mind led him to active involvement with meditation techniques. Having been exposed to the best and worst of two different cultural worlds, Mony Singh scrutinized his experiences and observations in his book: White Lies Dark Truth

By 1994 Mony began guiding individuals in the San Francisco, California areas using many of the techniques he reveals in his book. 1994-95 Mony had a weekly column with "India Post" where he wrote articles on Astrology & Spirituality. Mony’s book, his website & his work have been featured in many national and international newspapers and TV shows including: Washington Post, India Post, Marin independent journal, Sahara National, Delhi Doordarshan’s: Subah Savaer.

Mony has appeared on Starone’s TV show: Mano Ya Na Mano hosted by Hollywood star Irrfan Khan of Slumdog Millionaire. He has been hired by many multinational banks in India to guide their private banking customers besides helping thousands at trade fairs in India and US.

In 2010 he formed The Healing Group to help victims of black magic & witchcraft. In the last 9 years his healing group has successfully treated serious cases of black magic, schizophrenia and bi-polar disorders. He continues to guide & heal people globally through his websites.

VedicWisdom.com (1994)
BlackMagicSymptoms.com (2010)

Mony is a regular contributor on Quora

White Lies Dark Truth is a revolutionary guide to finding your inner-self, beyond the conditioning imposed on your thought processes since birth.

The questions posed by White Lies Dark Truth are simple, but profound: Who are you? What are you living for? If you spend your life living for the good opinion of society, you will end up angry, and disillusioned— you must find a way to release yourself from these false goals and judgments. With this self-help guide, you can explore methods of healing and understanding that will contribute to your overall well-being.

By utilizing the wisdom the book carries, you will attain a profound sense of contentment and freedom, thereby loosening the psychological chains that society tightens around you. Open your mind to the truth of who you are with White Lies Dark Truth, and you will see everything differently—especially yourself.

When you heal yourself, you can help to heal the society, which is infected by anger, hate, & negative emotions. Peace in this world can only be achieved by reprogramming our minds and souls; removing the social “viruses” we carry with us from childhood. White Lies Dark Truth allows you to troubleshoot your own life, to find your spirituality once more, and to move forward into peace and enlightenment.

White Lies Dark Truth offers a cleansing for the mind, body, and consciousness. It helps the reader find an abundant source of knowledge and wisdom within their consciousness. This brings in more awareness, which is the key that opens the secret door to the mysteries of the universe.

White Lies Dark Truth is not a spiritual candy for the holistic mind. It carries the required wisdom that can direct the course of humanity towards a higher state of consciousness; contributing to a better understanding of the self as well as others.

Kindle or E-Book Edition available online
Book’s Website: WhiteLiesDarkTruth.com
Hardcover available from Author for $24.95

My gift to humanity:
if your finances do not permit you to buy my book, please email me & I will send you a link to download and read my book for FREE

Spiritual Cleansing & Healing
Healing people globally since 2010

Do these symptoms match your condition?

Basic Symptoms: social indications
- You sense people are avoiding you for no reason
- Constant conflicts, fights or quarrels arising for no reason
- Your good intentions are constantly misunderstood
- Unexplained fighting with your spouse/kids/friends
- Your work, professional and financial career suffers
- Locked income & financial prospects
- Friends, relatives or co-workers do not believe or trust you

Symptoms: Mind-Body Level
- Disturbed-interrupted sleep
- Nightmares & Sleep Paralysis
- Your dreams are completely blocked
- Dreaming of gushing water, falling from heights, animals, snakes or insects, dirty bathrooms, graveyards or dead people
- Waking up suddenly in fear or in cold sweat
- Headaches, memory loss, chronic fatigue or weakness
- Sudden onset of apathy or disinterest in life/suicidal
- Hopelessness-severe depression, anxiety or worrying
- Mood swings-irrational anger/irritation/fear/hysteria/obsessive
- Dryness of mouth at night, increased thirst, extreme hunger/not hungry at all or unexplained weight gain or weight loss
- Jerking of legs and body parts while sleeping
- Sudden chills-goose bumps or tightness around body parts
- Sudden memory loss/hazy thinking/mind blocked
- An unknown fear or fogginess surrounds you at all times

Serious Symptoms: Body-Mind-Paranormal
- You see black dots, geometrical shapes or dark smoke
- The stomach bloats/tightens like a pregnant women’s belly
- Tightness and heaviness specially in shoulders and chest
- Your complexion darkens day by day
- Stinging pains as if needles or pins are poked into your body
- Itching, burning or feeling like your whole body is on fire
- You see shadows,feel the presence of someone around you
- Cracking sounds from walls, mirrors, attic or hearing voices
- Strange noises, thumping on doors, doorbells, phone rings
- Being fearful, scared of going into certain areas of your home
- Fatigue within minutes of entering one’s home
- Unexpected fights with family members on auspicious days
- Frequent accidents

Symptoms pertaining to WOMEN
- Hyperpigmentation or drastic change of complexion from fair to dark
- Bruise (blackish, bluish or reddish) marks around thighs, vagina & on arms or other body parts
- Shivering of body while going in or coming out of sleep
- Irritation in the vagina with Discharge/Leucorrhea
- Complete stoppage of monthly periods, irregular periods, painful periods with dark blood
- Hormonal disturbance
- Unable to conceive, blockages in fallopian tubes and/or unable to hold the pregnancy resulting in a miscarriage
- Unexplained convulsions
- Nerve weakening emotional high’s and low’s
- Rapid ageing & ugliness taking over an attractive personality
- Hair fall and discoloration of hair or rapid greying
- Body losing shape, weight gain or weight loss
- Shrinkage in breast size
- Painful breasts, swelling in breasts or breast cancer

Get help now! Before it’s too late...